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The characteristics of electroluminescence (EL) and photoluminescence (PL) emission from GaN light-emitting diodes (LEDs) grown on (1122) semipolar plane and (0001) polar plane have been comparatively investigated. Through different bias-dependent shifting trends observed from the PL and time-resolved PL spectra (TRPL) for the two types of LEDs, the carrier dynamics within the multiple quantum wells (MQWs) region is systematically analyzed and the distinct field-dependent emission kinetics are revealed. Moreover, the polarization induced internal electric field has been deduced for each of the LED. The relatively stable emission behavior observed in the semipolar LED is attributed to the smaller polarization induced internal electric field. The study provides meaningful insight for the design of quantum well (QW) structures with high radiative recombination rates. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4870840]

III-Nitride light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have shown enormous potential as high efficiency light sources for full-color display and solid-state lighting. The traditional growth of InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well (MQW) LEDs mainly focuses on structures grown along the c-axis orientation, which is perpendicular to the growth plane.1–3 The MQWs grown along this orientation suffer from spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations, which induce an internal electric field and tilt the energy bands of the QWs, and spatially separate the electron and hole wave functions, leading to reduced oscillator strength due to the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE). Consequently, the radiative recombination rate within the MQWs is suppressed, limiting the efficiency of LED devices. Moreover, as a result, the emission peak wavelength shifts under different bias currents. To eliminate the undesirable influences by the polarization fields, growing LED structures on nonpolar or semipolar planes has been proposed to minimize the QCSE.4–8 The device structures grown on the semipolar and nonpolar planes present a more stable performance, and are supposed to enable a higher efficiency compared to the devices based on [0001] orientation. However, to date, the mechanism of how the polarization field influences the carrier recombination and hence affects the performance of the devices in the semipolar versus polar structures is unknown.

In this work, the electroluminescence (EL) and photoluminescence (PL) emissions of LEDs grown on (1122) semipolar and (0001) polar planes are comparatively studied with the assistance of electroabsorption measurements. The semipolar LED devices are found to exhibit more stable EL and PL emissions, as compared to the polar LED devices. Furthermore, when the devices are biased with external voltage, the PL emission peaks of the polar and semipolar devices are, surprisingly, observed to present opposite shifting trends. Time-resolved PL (TRPL) measurement reveals that the semipolar LED device has a much shorter carrier lifetime compared to the polar LED device. The strength of polarization induced internal electric field is indirectly estimated through the external bias condition. The performance difference for the polar and semipolar LED devices is attributed to the different polarization induced internal electric fields originating from the polar and semipolar growth planes.

Two blue InGaN/GaN LED wafers were grown using the metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) system. The polar GaN LED sample was grown on the (0001) c-plane sapphire substrate, while the semipolar LED sample was grown on the (1122) r-plane GaN substrate. Both epitaxial structures consist of a 30 nm thick low temperature buffer layer, a 4 μm thick unintentionally doped bulk GaN layer, a 2 μm thick Si-doped n-GaN layer, five pairs of InGaN/GaN QWs, with quantum well and barrier thickness of 3 nm and 12 nm, respectively, and finally a 200 nm thick Mg-doped p-GaN layer. The doping concentrations of the n-GaN and p-GaN layers were 5 × 10¹⁸/cm³ and 3 × 10¹⁷/cm³, respectively.

After growth, the epi-wafers were further fabricated into chips using standard device fabrication process. A Ni/Au layer with 5 nm/5 nm thickness was deposited and annealed
samples are attributed to the different magnitudes of the injection. The different EL emission characteristics of the two semipolar LED device demonstrates a more stable EL emission compared to the polar LED device, the FWHM compared to the polar LED sample with increasing the semipolar LED sample presents a smaller broadening of beyond 50 mA, no further shift can be observed. Meanwhile, the driving current from 5 to 50 mA. However, as the driving current goes smaller blue shift, from 434.6 to 433.0 nm, with the increasing injection electrons and holes. For the semipolar LED sample, the emission peak wavelength exhibits a comparatively smaller blue shift, from 434.6 to 433.0 nm, with the increasing current from 5 to 50 mA. However, as the driving current goes beyond 50 mA, no further shift can be observed. Meanwhile, the semipolar LED sample presents a smaller broadening of FWHM compared to the polar LED sample with increasing current injection. Compared to the polar LED device, the semipolar LED device demonstrates a more stable EL emission. The different EL emission characteristics of the two samples are attributed to the different magnitudes of the polarization induced internal electric field, which will be further confirmed in the following experiments.

The PL spectra of the polar and semipolar LED samples were captured with external voltage bias applied across the devices, as demonstrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). For the PL spectra measured under the positive bias, the external voltage is kept well below the turn-on voltage to prevent the influence of the current injection. It is noted that the two samples display opposite shifting trends under the external bias. In Fig. 2(a), the PL spectra of the polar LED sample exhibit an obvious blue shift when negative biases from 0 to −2 V are applied across the device. When a positive voltage bias is applied, increasing from 0 to +2 V, the PL spectra is red-shifted correspondingly. In contrast, for the semipolar LED device, the PL spectra display a small red shift with the increasing negative external bias from 0 to −2 V, and a blue shift when the positive bias varies from 0 to +2 V as shown in Fig. 2(b). The opposite shifting trends reflect the opposite polarity of the internal electric fields in the two samples.

The TRPL spectra for both the polar and semipolar LED devices are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The bias-dependent carrier lifetimes of both devices are extracted from the TRPL spectra and plotted in the insets. It is obvious that the polar LED device exhibits longer carrier lifetime than the semipolar LED device. In Fig. 3(a), when there is no bias applied across the device, the polar LED has a lifetime of 14.9 ns, about 2.7 times that of the semipolar LED device, which is 5.5 ns. The polar LED device exhibits a prolonged decay process under positive external bias (0 to +2 V) and an accelerated decay when the bias is changed to negative voltages (0 to −15 V). The observed variation trend of the carrier lifetime is consistent with earlier studies reported.11,12

FIG. 1. Current dependence of electroluminescence emission peak wavelength and FWHM for the polar and semipolar GaN LED devices.

FIG. 2. Field-dependent photoluminescence spectra of (a) the polar LED device and (b) the semipolar LED device under the external bias from −2 to +2 V.
The carrier lifetime reaches the minimum value of 10.0 ns under a negative bias of \(-15\) V, indicating the fastest carrier decay process under this bias condition for the polar LED device. As the negative external bias is further increased, the decay is slowed down again, as reflected by the increased carrier lifetime. The TRPL spectra of the semipolar LED device exhibit a similar shifting trend under varying external bias conditions, as presented in Fig. 3(b). The shorter carrier lifetime at all bias voltage levels suggests higher recombination rates and, consequently, higher internal quantum efficiency. Besides, the semipolar LED device reaches the fastest decay time at a smaller negative bias voltage value of \(-1.5\) V.

The electroabsorption spectra measured by the photocurrent for both the polar and semipolar LED devices are depicted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) with the photocurrent change relative to that under the zero-bias condition shown in the insets of the figures. For the polar LED device, due to the large polarization induced internal electric field, the efficiency of photon-generated carriers contributing to the photocurrent is very high, and the photocurrent can therefore reflect the absorption. The polar LED device presents a reduced absorption level at shorter wavelengths (\(\lambda < 425\) nm) and slightly enhanced absorption in longer wavelength region (\(\lambda > 425\) nm) when biased with positive voltages, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Under negative bias voltages of \(-1\) and \(-2\) V, the absorption coefficient is increased at short wavelengths and is decreased at longer wavelengths. For the semipolar LED device under negative bias, due to the relatively large internal electric field, the photocurrent can be used to probe the absorption. It is found that the absorption at shorter wavelengths is decreased, while it is increased at longer wavelengths, just being opposite to the trend observed for the polar LED device. However, for the semipolar LED device under positive bias, the internal electric field is much smaller and the photo-generated electrons and holes have a larger chance to recombine before they are separated and transferred into the photocurrents. In this case, the photocurrent curve cannot accurately probe the absorption change for the semipolar LED device under the positive bias conditions.

The schematic energy band diagram in the InGaN/GaN QW is presented in Fig. 5 for both the polar and semipolar GaN LEDs with negative (\(V < 0\)), zero (\(V = 0\)), and positive (\(V > 0\)) external voltage bias.
LED devices. When there is no external bias applied to the device (V = 0 V), the QW of the polar LED device is subject to a polarization induced internal electric field, which is opposite to the direction of the [0001] growth orientation. Hence, the energy band within the QW is tilted by the internal electric field. Under positive voltage bias (V > 0), the external electric field is in the same direction with the internal electric field, leading to further tilting of the energy band of the QW and an enhanced QCSE. As a result, the effective band gap is reduced, as reflected in the red shift of the PL spectra in Fig. 2(a) and the reduced absorption at shorter wavelengths and the enhanced absorption at the longer wavelengths in Fig. 4(a). Meanwhile, the tilting of the energy band causes further separation of the electron and hole wave functions, resulting in a smaller likelihood for the electrons and holes to recombine. Therefore, the carrier lifetime becomes longer as compared to the zero bias condition as shown in Fig. 3(a). In contrast, when the polar LED is biased with negative voltages (V < 0), the external electric field is in the opposite direction with the internal electric field, making the energy band less tilted, and the QCSE is suppressed. Consequently, the effective energy band gap becomes wider, and the overlap between the electron and hole wave functions, resulting in a smaller likelihood for carrier recombination, as evidenced by the blue shift of the PL spectra in Fig. 2(a), the reduced carrier lifetime till −15 V in Fig. 3(a), and the absorption changes in Fig. 4(a).

At a certain value of negative bias voltage, e.g., −15 V in this case, the external electric field is strong enough to fully offset the influence of the polarization field, leading to a flat energy band in the QW. Hence, the overlap between the carrier wave functions reaches the maximum, and the minimum carrier lifetime is obtained at this point. Consequently, the strength of the internal polarization electric field (ξinternal) can be estimated at the flat band condition through

\[
ξ_{\text{internal}} = \frac{V_{\text{bias}}}{d},
\]

where \( V_{\text{bias}} \) is the voltage applied across the device, and \( d \) is the total thickness of the MQWs active layer region. In this case, \( ξ_{\text{internal}} \) is 2.0 MV/cm when \( d \) is taken as 75 nm. This value of the internal polarization electric field is consistent with the calculated theoretical values reported.\(^{13}\) This is therefore a convenient and simple experimental approach to indirectly measure the polarization induced internal electric field. As the negative bias is further increased, the energy band is tilted in the opposite direction, separating the electron and hole wave functions again. Correspondingly, the carrier lifetime is increased. As is known for the semipolar LED device, the [1122] growth orientation is 58.4° away from the [0001] axis.\(^{14,15}\) the QW structure grown along this orientation experiences a weaker strain-induced polarization, and the polarization direction is opposite to the \( c \)-axis.\(^{16}\) Therefore, the energy band tilts less and along the opposite direction under the zero-bias condition, compared that of the polar LED device as shown in Fig. 5. With a positive bias voltage, the external electric field is in the opposite direction with the internal field, making the energy band flatter. Hence, the effective band gap is increased, resulting in the blue shift of the PL emission. The negative bias condition provides an external electric field in the same direction with the internal field and causes the energy band to be further tilted. Therefore, the effective energy band gap becomes smaller, leading to a red shift of the PL emission. This agrees well with the shifting of the PL spectra observed in Fig. 2(b). Similar to the energy band analysis on the polar QW structure, the semipolar LED should display a shorter carrier lifetime under the positive bias, and a longer lifetime under reverse bias. However, the opposite trend has been observed here. This phenomenon is still not understood and under study at the moment. A trap-filling process could be a possible cause. Similar to the polar LED device, a flat band condition is also observed in the semipolar LED device but at a very small bias voltage of −1.5 V, which indicates a much smaller polarization induced internal electric field of 0.2 MV/cm.

In conclusion, this work studies the differences of carrier dynamics and emission kinetics within MQW LED structures grown on (1122) semipolar plane and (0001) polar plane. Owing to the opposite polarity direction and the weaker polarization field, the LED structure grown on the (1122) semipolar plane possesses a more stable electroluminescence performance and a faster lifetime decay. The investigation leads to a better understanding of the band structure and the recombination mechanisms of the multiple quantum wells structure and provides an insightful understanding for the LED based on non-polar and semipolar substrates.
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